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Abstract

Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) binding to the S1P-1 receptor (S1P1R) controls the egress of lymphocytes from lym-
phoid organs and targets modulation of immune responses in autoimmune diseases. Pharmacologic modulation of S1P
receptors has been linked to heart rate reduction.BMS-986166, a prodrug of the active phosphorylated metabolite BMS-
986166-P, presents an improved cardiac safety profile in preclinical studies compared to other S1P1R modulators. The
pharmacokinetics, safety, and pharmacodynamics of BMS-986166 versus placebo after single (0.75–5.0 mg) and repeated
(0.25–1.5 mg/day) oral administration were assessed in healthy participants after a 1-day lead-in placebo period.A popu-
lation model was developed to jointly describe BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P pharmacokinetics and predict individual
exposures. Inhibitory sigmoid models described the relationships between average daily BMS-986166-P concentrations
and nadir of time-matched (day –1) placebo-corrected heart rate on day 1 (nDDHR, where DD represents ��) and
nadir of absolute lymphocyte count (nALC). Predicted decreases in nDDHR and nALC were 9 bpm and 20% following
placebo,with maximum decreases of 10 bpm in nDDHR due to drug effect, and approximately 80% in nALC due to drug
and placebo. A 0.5-mg/day dose regimen achieves the target 65% reduction in nALC associated with a 2-bpm decrease
in nDDHR over placebo.
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Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) is a bioactive lysophos-
pholipid that mediates a variety of cellular responses
by the stimulation of the G-protein–coupled S1P recep-
tors (S1PRs) 1,2,3,4,5 (S1P1-5R)1,2 present on a wide
range of human cells and tissues. The sphingosine-1-
phosphate-1 receptor (S1P1R) subtype is expressed on
the surface of lymphocytes and is important in reg-
ulating egress of T cells and B cells from peripheral
lymph nodes.3 The S1PR modulators indirectly antag-
onize the function of this receptor, leading to seques-
tration of lymphocytes in the lymph nodes.4 Based on
this pharmacologic effect, functional interference with
S1P1R has been targeted as a mechanism to diminish
inappropriate immune responses andmodulate autoim-
mune diseases.

In 2010, fingolimod (Gilenya) was approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration5 for the
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treatment of relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis.
As an unselective agonist of S1PRs and as a selec-
tive functional antagonist of the S1P1 subtype by
induction of receptor downregulation,5 fingolimod
is associated with several safety concerns including
bradycardia, atrioventricular block, increased blood
pressure, and macular edema.6 In particular, the
slowing of heart rate (HR) results from S1P binding
to multiple receptors, including S1P1R.7,8 A range
of effect on HR reduction has been observed in
humans treated with various S1P1R modulators, in-
cluding amiselimod,9,10 cenerimod,11 ceralifimod,12

GSK2018682,13 ozanimod,14 ponesimod,15,16 and
siponimod.17,18 These results indicate that slowing of
HR in humans is related to differential effects on the
S1P1R activity by these modulators. More importantly,
the range of effects exhibited by this class of com-
pounds suggests that there is a potential for a discovery
of an S1P1R modulator with minimal effects on HR.

BMS-9861662 is a small-molecule S1P1Rmodulator
currently under development for the treatment of var-
ious autoimmune diseases, including ulcerative colitis.
BMS-986166 is orally administered as a prodrug that
undergoes phosphorylation into its active metabolite
BMS-986166-P (BMT-121795). Unlike the phosphory-
lated metabolite of fingolimod, fingolimod-P, which is
a full S1P1R agonist, BMS-986166-P was shown to be
a partial S1P1R agonist. It was further demonstrated
that this differentiated S1P1R pharmacology reduced
the risk for cardiovascular and pulmonary liability and
macular edema compared to fingolimod, at doses that
maintain comparable reduction in lymphocyte counts
and efficacy in animal models of multiple sclerosis, in-
flammatory bowel disease, and systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (in-house data).

In vitro data suggest that while BMS-986166 is
metabolized via cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4/3A5
(∼68%) and CYP2C8 (∼36%), it was not a reversible
or time-dependent inhibitor of CYP1A2, CYP2B6,
CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, or CYP3A4
and uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase 1A1
at the anticipated therapeutic doses. In cryopreserved
human hepatocytes, BMS-986166 was not an inducer
of CYP1A2, CYP2B6, or CYP3A4. In vitro studies
indicate that BMS-986166 is not an inhibitor of various
human efflux and uptake drug transporters including
P-glycoprotein, breast cancer resistance protein, or-
ganic anion transporting polypeptide B1, organic anion
transporting polypeptide B3, bile salt export pump,
organic anion transporter 1, organic anion transporter
3, sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide,
or multidrug resistance–associated protein 2. Overall,
the present results indicate that the potential for BMS-
986166 as a perpetrator of drug-drug interactions is
minimal.

Systemic plasma exposure (maximum plasma con-
centration and area under the curve from time 0 to
24 hours) of BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P in
healthy subjects were approximately dose proportional
over the range of 0.75 to 5 mg with single doses, and
over 0.25 to 1.5 mg multiple doses.19 Median time of
peak concentration across all dose levels occurred be-
tween 9.0 and 15.0 hours for BMS-986166 and between
6.0 and 9.0 hours for BMS-986166-P after multiple
doses. The apparent terminal elimination half-life
ranged from 276 to 321 hours for BMS-986166 and
from 270 to 304 hours for BMS-986166-P.

This report describes the pharmacokinetic (PK) and
pharmacodynamic (PD) behavior of BMS-986166 or
BMS-986166-P in humans as characterized using a
modeling and simulation approach. A population PK
(PPK) model for both BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-
P was developed to provide exposures for quantitative
relationships betweenBMS-986166-P exposures and re-
duction in absolute lymphocyte counts (ALCs) andHR
following single and repeated fixed dosing in healthy
participants. Finally, model simulations were used to
predict BMS-986166-P PK exposures, HR, and ALC
responses to guide dose selection for phase 2 clinical
trial design and to achieve an optimal therapeutic ben-
efit/safety balance.

Methods
Study Design
Two double-blinded, placebo-controlled, randomized
clinical trials using a single-ascending dose design
(Study IM018001)20 and a multiple-ascending dose
design (Study IM018003)21 were conducted to assess
the safety and tolerability of BMS-986166 after oral
administration of a liquid formulation in healthy par-
ticipants. In both studies, subjects were admitted to
a clinic facility on day 2 for completion of screening
assessments. A single dose of placebo was admin-
istered to all subjects during the lead-in phase on
day −1, 24 hours ahead of the randomized placebo
or active treatment dose. Subjects underwent baseline
exams including predose serial 12-lead electrocardio-
grams (ECGs) (predose [0 hours], 2, 4, 8, and 12 hours),
telemetry monitoring, and continuous cardiac moni-
toring with an external monitoring device, as well as
serial CBC (complete blood counts) with that included
ALC (predose [0 hours], 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 hours)
during this lead-in period.

In Study IM018001, subjects were randomized
to receive BMS-986166 as a single dose of 0.75,
2.0, or 5.0 mg (n = 10/group; 4:1 ratio of BMS-
986166:placebo) on day 1. Blood samples were
intensively collected for determination of plasma
concentrations of BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P
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and ALC from before dosing to 816 hours after dos-
ing, as detailed in Table S1. Subjects were monitored
by telemetry starting on day -1 through 24 hours
after dosing on day 1. Data from continuous cardiac
monitoring using an external monitoring device was
obtained from 24 hours before and up to 72 hours
after dosing and used for detailed assessment of HR
changes. Standard ECGs were assessed at periodic
intervals using 12-lead ECG. Subjects remained in the
clinic for 6 days after dosing and were furloughed after
clinical and laboratory assessments were completed on
day 7. Subjects returned to the clinic for safety, PK,
and PD assessments on days 10, 14, 21, 28, and 35.
Subjects enrolled in the relative bioavailability/food
effect part of the single-ascending dose study were not
included in the PK or PD analyses.

In Study IM018003, BMS-986166 was administered
as once-daily doses of 0.25 mg (n = 12; 2:1 ratio of
BMS-986166:placebo) and 0.75 mg or 1.5 mg (n =
10/dose; 4:1 ratio of BMS-986166:placebo). Blood sam-
ples for determination of plasma concentrations of
BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P and ALC were col-
lected in most groups before and after dosing with an
intense sampling schedule after the 1st, 14th, and 28th
doses. Continuous HR monitoring with an external
monitoring device was performed from 24 hours before
and up to 72 hours after the 1st dose, and from before
and up to 24 hours after the 14th dose. In both studies,
the HR measurements performed on day 1 after sub-
jects received a placebo dose allowed for the intrain-
dividual correction of HR measurements collected at
later time intervals.

Both clinical trials were performed at PPDDevelop-
ment, LLC (Austin, Texas), in accordance with good
clinical practice guidelines and under the guiding prin-
ciples of the Declaration of Helsinki. Before enroll-
ment, all participants were informed about the risks of
the studies and signed an informed consent form. All
study protocols and consent forms were reviewed and
approved by the institutional review board of Integre-
view (Austin, Texas) and by the US Food andDrugAd-
ministration as appropriate.

Bioanalytical Methods
BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P concentrations were
measured in blood lysate using a validated liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry (MS) assay. The
concentration range of the assay was 0.100 ng/mL to
100 ng/mL for both compounds. Samples for analy-
ses were prepared by protein precipitation followed by
liquid-liquid extraction. Chromatographic separation
was performed on a reversed-phase C18 column (Ac-
quity UPLC BEH C18 column) followed by positive-
ion electrospray ionization and MS/MS detection. The
chromatographic mobile phase used was a mix of 0.1%

formic acid in water and 0.1% formic acid in acetoni-
trile. The method utilized 13C6-BMS-986166 and 13C6-
BMT-121795 as internal standards and monitored a
mass-to-charge ratio of 345 for both BMS-986166 and
BMT-121795 and 351 for both internal standards. For
BMS-986166,≤4.9 coefficient of variation expressed as
a percent (%CV) was observed for between-day vari-
ability and≤7.2%CVwas observed for within-day vari-
ability. For BMT-121795, ≤9.8 %CV was observed for
between-day variability and ≤5.8 %CV was observed
for within-day variability.

Analysis Software
NONMEM Version 7.3.0 (ICON Development So-
lutions, Dublin, Ireland) was used for nonlinear
mixed-effects modeling with the first-order conditional
estimation method with interaction.22 Tabular and
graphical data displays were created with KIWI Ver-
sion 2.0 (Cognigen Corporation, Buffalo, New York)23

and SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, North
Carolina).24 Summary statistics calculated from ob-
served and simulated data (eg, the 5th, 50th, and 95th
percentiles of the distributions of concentration) used
in creation of visual predictive check plots were gener-
ated with Perl-Speaks-NONMEM Version 4.4.0.25

Pharmacokinetic and Exposure-Response Model
Development
Various linear and nonlinear structural models were ex-
plored to characterize the PPK of both BMS-986166
and BMS-986166-P. A sequential approach was applied
to first identify a suitable PK model for BMS-986166
using the pooled data from both studies. In a com-
bined model for BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P PK,
the PK parameters as well as random variability in
these parameters for BMS-986166were then fixed to the
population (typical value) estimates and BMS-986166-
P PK parameters were estimated. The model selection
was based on standard criteria including goodness-of-
fit plots, successful outcomes of the estimation and co-
variance routines, the reasonableness and precision of
the parameter estimates, and results of model evalua-
tion using prediction-corrected visual predictive check
methodology.26

Individual BMS-986166-P exposures on day 1 and
day 28 (only for subjects enrolled in Study IM018003)
were predicted from the final PPKmodel using individ-
ual maximum a posteriori Bayesian estimates. These
exposures served as input for the exposure-response
(E-R) models describing HR and ALC responses to
BMS-986166-P.

Because the E-R modeling approach applied in
our analyses was aimed to mirror the methods de-
scribed in the clinical pharmacology summary for
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fingolimod included in the regulatory review and
subsequent marketing approval by the US Food and
Drug Administration,27 the individual subject nadir
values for HR and ALC were selected as the response
measures to be evaluated in these E-R analyses.

Continuous HR monitoring data were summarized
as hourly average HR within each subject and the
difference in hourly average HR determined within the
same time interval on day –1 and day 1 was individually
calculated for each subject. As all subjects received a
placebo dose on day –1, this difference was referred
to as time-matched placebo-corrected HR (DDHR)
where DD (��) refers to the time-matched difference
in heart rate between day –1 and day 1, and HR correc-
tion for placebo effect. The nadir values of DDHR on
day 1 (nDDHR, in beats per minute [bpm]) described
the maximum BMS-986166-P effect on HR on day 1,
and were used to evaluate the E-R relationship using
pooled data from Studies IM018001 and IM018003.
Various structural model forms including exponential,
inhibitory maximum effect (Emax), inhibitory sigmoid
Emax, and power models were tested to describe the
relationship between BMS-986166-P exposure and
nDDHR.

Due to the time delay in ALC responses, different
magnitudes and times of Emax were expected follow-
ing single and repeated dosing. Therefore, separate
E-R models were built for data collected in Stud-
ies IM018001 and IM018003 using exposures on day 1
and day 28, respectively. In both models, the nadir
value of ALC (nALC, in 103 cells/μL) observed at any
time following the first BMS-986166 or placebo dose
was the metric selected to represent the maximum ef-
fect of BMS-986166-P and placebo on ALC following
single or repeated dosing. As described above, various
structural model forms were also tested to describe the
relationship between BMS-986166-P exposures and
nALC. An indirect response model was not considered
since the direct effect models adequately captured the
effect of BMS-986166-P on nALC responses. Subjects
randomized to receive placebo treatment on day –1
were included in E-R modeling of nDDHR and nALC
and were assumed to be associated with BMS-986166-P
exposures of 0.

Interindividual variability (IIV) in PK parameters
was assumed to be log-normally distributed and was
estimated using exponential variability models. No IIV
was estimated in the E-R models. Various residual vari-
ability models were tested for the PPK and E-Rmodels,
including combinations of additive and constant coef-
ficient of variation models and logarithmic models.

Simulations
Simulations were performed to determine the typical
predicted (with uncertainty) BMS-986166-P exposures,

nDDHR on day 1 and nALC following repeated daily
doses of 0 mg/day to 5 mg/day of BMS-986166 for
28 days. Each dose regimen was simulated in 1000 vir-
tual subjects assumed to have the characteristics of the
subjects in either Study IM018001 or Study IM018003.

Comparison to Other S1P Receptor Modulators
Data on the effects of other S1P receptor modulators
on ALC and HR reduction were obtained from pub-
lished literature. If data were not readily available in
text, individual subject results and/or mean profiles of
ALC and HR versus time were digitized using the En-
gauge Digitizer Version 4.128 software and processed
to calculate the necessary metrics. Effects on HR were
compared for doses achieving various degrees of reduc-
tion in ALC from baseline (ie, ALC measured at the
time of the first dose).

Results
The 62 healthy study participants (30 subjects from
Study IM018001 [24 active treatment, 6 placebo] and
32 subjects from Study IM018003 [24 active treatment,
8 placebo]) included in these analyses were mostly male
(96.8%) with an average age of 34.7 years (ranging from
19 to 52 years) and weight of 84.2 kg (ranging from 58.3
to 104.1 kg). All subjects had normal renal and hep-
atic function; 34 subjects were classified as White, 25 as
Black or African American, 2 as American Indian or
Alaska Native, and 1 as a Native Hawaiian or other Pa-
cific Islander.29 The demographic characteristics were
generally similar for subjects in Study IM018001 and
Study IM018003 (Table S2).

A total of 1677 BMS-986166 and 1637 BMS-
986166-P concentrations from 48 subjects were used
in the PPK analysis, which did not include any con-
centration below the lower limit of quantification. A
total of 61 nDDHR values (1 per subject), includ-
ing 13 collected in subjects receiving placebo, were in-
cluded in the E-R analysis of HR on day 1. Baseline
ALC and nALC values were included in the E-R anal-
ysis data sets: 31 subjects were used in the E-R analy-
sis of nALC after single dosing, including 6 receiving
placebo and 1 who received only 1 BMS-986166 dose
in Study IM018003; 31 subjects were included in the
E-R analysis of nALC after repeated dosing, including
8 subjects receiving placebo.

Population PK Model
Exploratory data analyses (shown in Figure S1)
indicated that peak concentrations occur much ear-
lier for BMS-986166-P compared to BMS-986166
(6 hours vs 21 hours and 7.5 hours vs 15 hours
in Study IM018001 and Study IM018003, respec-
tively), indicating that BMS-986166 undergoes presys-
temic transformation into BMS-986166-P during the
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Figure 1. Diagram of the combined model for BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P pharmacokinetics.CL, apparent elimination clearance
for BMS-986166; D2, duration of the zero-order absorption process for BMS-986166-P; F1study, relative bioavailability of BMS-986166
in each study; F1study,low, proportional shift in F1 in subjects with low exposures in each study; F2study, relative bioavailability of BMS-
986166-P in each study; F2study,low, proportional shift in F2 in subjects with low exposures in each study; KA, first-order rate of
absorption for BMS-986166;KAM,first-order rate of absorption for BMS-986166-P;KM,half-inhibitory BMS-986166-P concentration;
Q, apparent distribution clearance; V2, apparent central volume for BMS-986166; V3, apparent peripheral volume for BMS-986166;
VM, apparent central volume for BMS-986166-P; VMAX, apparent maximum elimination rate for BMS-986166-P.

enteric and/or hepatic first pass. Earlier appearance
of BMS-986166-P peak concentrations could result
from a combination of faster appearance in the blood-
stream, faster elimination, and slower and/or more
restricted distribution. Additionally, BMS-986166 PK
were dose-proportional over the dose range tested,
while BMS-986166-P PK were dose proportional at
lower doses, but concentrations appeared to increase
in a greater-than-proportional manner after BMS-
986166 was administered once-daily for approximately
1 week. Six subjects exhibited lower BMS-986166 and
BMS-986166-P exposures compared to the rest of the
population, but this observation was not associated
with any differences in age, weight, renal or hepatic
function biomarkers, or ethnic classification.

Figure 1 shows the structure of the selected com-
bined PK model for BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P.
The base model for BMS-986166 included 2 compart-
ments with first-order absorption, linear distribution
and elimination, and study-specific bioavailability.
Study-specific shifts in bioavailability were also esti-
mated for subjects identified as having lower exposures.
The IIV in the apparent elimination clearance, central
volume, and first-order absorption rate constant were
also estimated. All parameters were estimated with

good precision (Table 1) and provided a reasonable fit
to the data (Figure 2), including accumulation after
repeated dosing and elimination after the last dose
(Figure 3). Although median peak concentrations were
reasonably predicted by the model, individual peak
concentrations measured on days 14 and 28 tended
to be underpredicted, particularly for the 0.75- and
1.5-mg/day dose groups.

The following assumptions were made to assess the
PK of BMS-986166-P in the combined model (Fig-
ure 1). These empiric assumptions were implemented
for modeling and data description reasons and do not
necessarily reflect the actual metabolic pathways of
BMS-986166:

• PK of BMS-986166 were fixed to the population
mean estimates for fixed and random effect param-
eters determined for the selected base model.

• BMS-986166 was irreversibly converted into BMS-
986166-P.

• Phosphorylation of BMS-986166 into BMS-986166-
P was assumed to be the only elimination pathway for
BMS-986166.

• Virtual BMS-986166-P doses equal to the molar
amounts of BMS-986166 doses times an estimated
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Table 1. Parameter Estimates for the Sequential Model of BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P Pharmacokinetics

Final Parameter
Estimate

Interindividual
Variability/Residual

Variability

Parameter
Typical
Value %RSE Magnitude %RSE

BMS-986166
CL: apparent elimination clearance (L/h) 2.51 5.02 34.4 %CV 32.6
V2: apparent central volume (L) 913 3.63 16.8 %CV 20.9
Q: apparent distribution clearance (L/h) 0.763 13.5 NE NA
V3: apparent peripheral volume (L) 205 11.2 NE NA
KA: first-order process rate constant (1/h) 0.287 6.65 42.7 %CV 39.8
F1SAD: relative bioavailability in Study IM018001 (−) 1.00 FIXED NE NA
F1MAD: relative bioavailability in Study IM018003 (−) 0.764 4.87 NE NA
F1SAD,LOW: fold change in F1 for subjects with low exposures in

Study IM018001 (−)
0.655 5.91 NE NA

F1MAD,LOW: fold change in F1 for subjects with low exposures in
Study IM018003 (−)

0.471 13.6 NE NA

Residual variability for BMS-986166 0.00906 4.75 9.52 %CV NA
BMS-986166-P
FM: fraction of CL going to conversion into BMS-986166-P (−) 1.00 FIXED NE NA
VMAX: apparent maximum elimination rate for BMS-986166-P

(μmol/h)
0.649

a
19.4 34.1 %CV 32.3

KM: half inhibitory BMS-986166-P concentration (μM) 0.125
a

19.5 NE NA
VM: apparent central volume for BMS-986166-P (L) 38.7 7.65 35.1 %CV 32.3
KAM: first-order process rate constant for BMS-986166-P (1/h) 0.382 5.37 26.1 %CV 31.6
D2: zero-order process duration for BMS-986166-P (h) 5.56 1.05 NE NA
F2SAD: fraction absorbed as BMS-986166-P in Study

IM018001 (−)
0.0771 7.79 NE NA

F2MAD: fraction absorbed as BMS-986166-P in Study
IM018003 (−)

0.0797 7.94 NE NA

F2SAD,LOW: fold change in F2 for subjects with low exposures in
Study IM018001 (−)

1.25 16.8 NE NA

F2MAD,LOW: fold change in F2 for subjects with low exposures in
Study IM018003 (−)

1.82 22.4 NE NA

Residual variability for BMS-986166-P 0.0174 8.44 13.2 %CV NA

%CV, coefficient of variation expressed as a percent; NA, not applicable; NE, not estimated; %RSE, relative standard error (%).
a
The following parameter estimates were found to be highly correlated (r2 ≥ 0.810).

fraction F2 entered the system at the same time
as BMS-986166 doses to represent the presystemic
transformation of BMS-986166 into BMS-986166-P.

Themodel component representing the PK of BMS-
986166-P was a 1-compartment model with sigmoid
absorption (ie, a combination of zero-order input into a
depot compartment and first-order transfer from depot
to central compartment), saturable elimination, and
included a first-order input corresponding to the ratio
of BMS-986166 apparent clearance/apparent volume
of the central compartment. The data supported the es-
timation of IIV in the apparent maximum elimination
rate of BMS-986166-P, apparent volume, and the first-
order rate of the BMS-986166-P absorption process.
Although estimates of apparent maximum elimination

rate and the half-maximal inhibitory BMS-986166-P
concentration were highly correlated, all parameters
were estimated with good precision (Table 1). Similar to
the properties of the base model for BMS-986166 PK,
the selected combined model was able to reasonably
capture the elimination and accumulation of BMS-
986166-P (Figures 2 and 3), but underpredicted indi-
vidual peak concentrations on days 14 and 28. In spite
of this, individual area under the concentration curve
(and thus, average concentration) after the first and last
dose were well predicted by the combined model.

Exposure-Response Analysis: HR
Hourly HR averages and DDHR values exhibited
moderate intraindividual variability, but showed that
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Figure 2. Goodness-of-fit plots for the combined pharmacokinetic model: BMS-986166 (left) and BMS-986166-P (right).

BMS-986166 administration resulted in a dose-
dependent decrease in DDHR with no further re-
duction in HR after repeated dosing (Figure S2).
Values for nDDHR (∼–10 bpm) were similar in sub-
jects who received placebo or BMS-986166 0.25 mg. As
BMS-986166-P exposure increased, nDDHRdecreased
and finally reached a plateau at higher BMS-986166-P
concentrations. One subject who received placebo
exhibited a very low nDDHR value of −40.6 bpm,
which was thought to be an outlier. This data point was
excluded from the analysis as a conservative measure
to avoid underprediction of the magnitude of effect of
BMS-986166-P on nDDHR.

An inhibitory sigmoid Emax model was selected
to describe the relationship between average BMS-
986166-P concentrations on day 1 (Cavg,Day1) and
nDDHR:

nDDHR = nDDHRplacebo

+ (
Max� − nDDHRplacebo

) × Cavg,Day1
h

IC50h+Cavg,Day1
h

where nDDHRplacebo is the nDDHR in subjects re-
ceiving placebo; Max� is the maximal reduction in
nDDHR; IC50 is the BMS-986166-P concentration at
half-maximal response; and h is the Hill coefficient.
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Figure 3. Prediction-corrected visual predictive check plots for the combined pharmacokinetic model: BMS-986166 (left) and BMS-
986166-P (right).

Both nDDHRplacebo and Max� are negative values.
All parameters were estimated with reasonably good
precision (Table 2) and provided a good description
of the initial decrease and subsequent plateauing of
nDDHR as Cavg,Day1 increases (Figure 4).

Exposure-Response Analysis: Lymphocyte Count
ALCs rapidly declined following BMS-986166 doses
(23%-92% change from ALC at time 0 [ALC0] af-
ter multiple doses of 0.25 mg to 1.5 mg/day). Simi-
lar nadir values (nALC) were observed in the 0.75 and
1.5 mg/day dose panels after multiple doses, suggesting
that a steady-state Emax of BMS-986166-Pwas achieved
with a BMS-986166 0.75 mg/day dose regimen. After
repeated dosing, ALC tended to remain close to nadir
values over the dosing regimen and for longer durations
in a dose-dependent manner after the end of the dos-
ing regimen (shown in Figure S3). In contrast, transient
fluctuations in ALC were observed following the sin-
gle or repeated administration of placebo, but on aver-
age, the magnitude was similar after single and multiple

doses and resulted in an approximately 20% reduction
in ALC compared to ALC0.

The selected E-R models for nALC after single- and
multiple-dose administration estimated the fractional
reduction from ALC0 observed in participants receiv-
ing placebo (�placebo) and the effect of BMS-986166-P
as a fractional reduction relative to nALC predicted for
participants receiving placebo. The inhibitory sigmoid
Emax functions found to best describe the observed
data were:

Single dose: nALC = ALC0×
(
1−�placebo

)
×

(
1− Imax×Cavg, Day1

h

IC50h+Cavg, Day1
h

)

Repeated dosing: nALC = ALC0×
(
1−�placebo

)
×

(
1− Imax×Cavg, Day28

h

IC50h+Cavg, Day28
h

)

where Imax is the maximum fractional reduction
in nALC due to BMS-986166-P; and Cavg, Day28
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates for the Exposure-Response Models for Nadir Placebo-Corrected Heart Rate and Nadir Absolute
Lymphocyte Counts

Final Parameter
Estimate

Interindividual
Variability/Residual

Variability

Parameter
Typical
Value %RSE Magnitude %RSE

nDDHR
nDDHRplacebo: nDDHR in participants receiving placebo (bpm) −9.08 10.8 NE NA
Max�: maximum reduction in nDDHR (bpm) −19.7 10.9 NE NA
IC50: Cavg,Day1at half-maximal response (ng/mL) 1.26 40.1 NE NA
h: Hill coefficient 1.84 33.2 NE NA
Residual variability 0.167 19.1 40.9 %CV NA

nALC after single dose
ALC0: baseline nALC (103 cells/μL) 2.061 6.257 NE NA
Imax: fractional reduction in nALC relative to placebo

a
0.6747 20.59 NE NA

IC50: Cavg,Day1 at half-maximal response (ng/mL) 2.693 13.65 NE NA
h: Hill coefficient

a
3.080 76.98 NE NA

�placebo: fractional reduction in nALC in participants receiving
placebo

0.1992 29.20 NE NA

Residual variability 0.08569 29.10 29.27 %CV NA
nALC after repeated dosing
ALC0: baseline nALC (103 cells/μL) 1.95 5.55 NE NA
Imax: fractional reduction in nALC relative to placebo 0.768 9.26 NE NA
IC50: Cavg,Day28 at half-maximal response (ng/mL) 1.72 23.9 NE NA
h: Hill coefficient 1.65 44.8 NE NA
�placebo: fractional reduction in nALC in participants receiving

placebo
0.284 29.4 NE NA

Residual variability 0.0880 18.0 29.7 %CV NA

ALC0, absolute lymphocyte count at time 0; %CV, coefficient of variation expressed as a percentage; NA, not applicable; nALC, nadir of absolute
lymphocyte count; nDDHR, nadir of time-matched placebo-corrected heart rate; NE, not estimated; %RSE, relative standard error (%).
a
The following parameter estimates were found to be highly correlated (r2 ≥ 0.8100).

Figure 4. Observed and model-predicted nadir time-matched
placebo-corrected heart rate on day 1 vs model-predicted aver-
age BMS-986166-P concentration on day 1

is the average BMS-986166-P concentration on
day 28.

The parameter estimates for the nALC models af-
ter a single dose and repeated dosing were generally
well estimated, except for the Hill coefficients (Table 2).

The relative standard error (%) values for the estimated
Hill coefficients were 76.98 and 44.8, respectively, for
the nALC after single and repeated doses. Mean model
predictions described the decrease and plateauing of
nALC as BMS-986166-P exposure increased (Figure 5).

Simulations
Using the final combined PPK and E-R models, the
typical values of BMS-986166-P exposures (Cavg, Day1

and Cavg, Day28) and associated nDDHR and nALC
responses were predicted (with uncertainty) for vari-
ous daily dosing regimens ranging from 0 mg/day to
5 mg/day. The typical predicted nDDHR and nALC
for subjects considered to have normal or low (based
on visual inspection) exposures are represented in
Figure 6 as a change and a percent change from
placebo response (with 90% confidence interval). The
results suggest that multiple-dose regimens between
0.75 mg/day and 2 mg/day would achieve a 65%
reduction in ALC compared to placebo, but a 75%
reduction of ALC compared to baseline (defined as
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Figure 5. Observed and model-predicted nadir absolute lym-
phocyte counts versus average BMS-986166-P concentration on
day 1 or day 28 after single dose (top) and repeated dosing
(bottom).

the ALC at the time of the first dose) in subjects with
normal exposures (top panel) and result in a maximum
reduction in nDDHR relative to placebo of –8 bpm.
For subjects with low exposures (bottom panel), doses
that achieve the same targets fall between 1 mg/day and
1.75 mg/day. However, this result should be interpreted
with caution as these low exposures are estimated with
less certainty. The downward shifts in bioavailability
that drive the difference in effects on HR and ALC
reduction in the subjects with low exposures were esti-
mated on a limited number of subjects (ie, only 6 sub-
jects who contributed to the E-R model of nDDHR
and 2 who contributed to the E-R model of nALC).

Discussion
A combined model was developed to describe the
PK of BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P following
single and repeated dosing of BMS-986166 in healthy
participants. The model provided a reasonable fit to
the data overall but generally underpredicted peak
concentrations of both compounds measured on
days 14 and 28. Exploratory data analyses showed that

Figure 6. Model-predicted change in nadir time-matched
placebo-corrected heart rate on day 1 and nadir absolute lym-
phocyte counts relative to placebo response versus BMS-986166
dose in subjects with normal exposures (top) and low exposures
(bottom) at steady state. The shaded areas represent the 90%
confidence intervals around the median lines. The dashed blue
line represents a drop of 8 bpm in nDDHR compared to placebo.
The horizontal dashed red line represents a drop of 65% in nALC
compared to placebo.nALC,nadir of absolute lymphocyte count;
nDDHR, nadir of time-matched placebo-corrected heart rate.

peak-to-trough concentration ranges for BMS-986166
and BMS-986166-P tended to increase over time, while
the opposite pattern is typically observed due to drug
accumulation in compounds with linear or nonlinear
PK. Other models were tested for both BMS-986166
and BMS-986166-P to capture these time-dependent
trends. However, models including saturable elimina-
tion (BMS-986166), distribution, or binding in the
central or peripheral compartments, time-dependent
bioavailability, absorption rate, or disposition either
did not minimize successfully with a covariance step or
did not significantly improve the model performance
with respect to the prediction of peak concentrations.

Because the PK of BMS-986166 cannot practically
be evaluated after intravenous administration and
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BMS-986166-P cannot be directly administered, it
was not possible to simultaneously estimate parame-
ters describing BMS-986166 and BMS-986166-P PK
or develop a more mechanistic and physiologically
representative model as was done for fingolimod.30

In particular, the relative fractional conversion of
BMS-986166 to BMS-986166-P occurring presys-
temically (eg, in the gastrointestinal tract) vs that
occurring after absorption (eg, in the liver) was not
identifiable based on the available data. Furthermore,
it was necessary to assume in the model that the
conversion of BMS-986166 to BMS-986166-P was
unidirectional due to similar parameter identifiability
issues.

Several empiric components were included in the
selected combined model. First, the relative bioavail-
ability (F) of BMS-986166 in Study IM018003 com-
pared to Study IM018001 was estimated. For purposes
of obtaining this estimation of F, the bioavailability
of Study IM0181001 was assumed to be 1 to serve
as the reference. The inclusion of this parameter sig-
nificantly improved the objective function and data
fit, but may just represent a compensation for time-
dependent changes in the PK after repeated dosing in
Study IM018003 in the model, rather than an actual
difference in bioavailability. Second, the presystemic
formation and absorption of BMS-986166-P was rep-
resented by the administration of a virtual dose of
BMS-986166-P. When taken in combination with the
assumption of complete conversion of BMS-986166 to
BMS-986166-P, administration of this virtual dose
meant that more molar units of BMS-986166-P
entered the model than was actually administered as
BMS-986166. Therefore, all BMS-986166-P parameters
should be considered as apparent and relative to this
extra amount of drug. In the absence of BMS-986166
and BMS-986166-P concentration data obtained after
the administration of BMS-098266-P, inclusion of
this model feature was necessary to capture the occur-
rence of BMS-986166-P peak concentrations before
the occurrence of BMS-986166 peak concentrations.
Finally, study-specific shifts in BMS-986166 and BMS-
986166-P relative bioavailability were estimated for
12.5% of the study population who were identified to
have lower exposures for both entities. No significant
difference in subject characteristics was found between
the 2 subpopulations. Therefore, it is unclear what fac-
tors contribute to this phenomenon. However, the esti-
mates of the bioavailability shifts for BMS-986166 (<1)
and BMS-986166-P (>1) suggested that subjects deter-
mined to have lower drug exposures may also experi-
ence higher presystemic conversion of BMS-986166 to
BMS-986166-P.

No further reduction of HR was observed beyond
day 1 following repeated dosing with BMS-986166.

This finding contrasted with the further reduction
in HR reported following repeated dosing with
GSK2018682,13 or the delayed HR decrease fol-
lowing amiselimod dosing,9,10 but was consistent with
similar observations for fingolimod,5,13 cenerimod,11

ponesimod,15,16 and siponimod.17,18 The transient re-
duction in HR following fingolimod dosing was linked
to fingolimod initially acting as a full S1PR agonist
and thereafter functioning as an S1PR antagonist with
downregulation of S1P1R, as the continuous expo-
sure to fingolimod results in the internalization of the
drug-receptor complexes and reduction in the numbers
of S1P1R present on the cell surface.8 A direct-effect
Imax PK/PD model based on data from 9 clinical
studies was developed for ponesimod that included a
component for tolerance development to describe this
transient reduction in HR with treatment initiation
that disappears following repeated dosing.31 Given the
lack of continued reduction in HR following repeated
once-daily doses of BMS-986166, the data collected on
day 1 were used to quantify the relationship between
BMS-986166-P exposures and nDDHR.

Given the underprediction of peak BMS-986166-P
concentrations by the selected model despite ade-
quate description of daily exposures and average
concentrations of BMS-986166-P, coupled with a high
correlation between maximum and average observed
BMS-986166-P concentrations on day 1 or day 28
(r = 0.98224 and r = 0.99845, respectively), model-
predicted average concentrations were used for E-R
modeling and simulations.

Both models included parameters to estimate the
magnitudes of change in nDDHR or nALC in par-
ticipants who were randomized to placebo treatment.
These estimates should not be interpreted as placebo
effects, as the dynamics of HR and ALC have been
previously shown to exhibit circadian rhythms.32,33 For
the ALC model, �placebo reflected the portion of the
circadian cycle where ALC was physiologically lower
and captured the maximum decrease in ALC compared
to ALC0. The nDDHR metric was based on time-
matched correction which should have eliminated the
changes in HR due to circadian rhythm. However, be-
cause HR varied slightly from day to day within partic-
ipants, DDHR was not constant on day 1. Therefore,
nDDHRplacebo reflected the maximum difference in HR
between day 1 and day –1 due to intrasubject variability
in participants receiving placebo.

The selected inhibitory sigmoid Emax model accu-
rately described the E-R relationship for nDDHR,
where a nDDHRplacebo of –9.1 bpm and a maximal
HR reduction due to drug effect of 10.6 bpm was
achieved at an average BMS-986166-P concentration
of approximately 4 ng/mL (Table 2), resulting in a
combined reduction of 19.7 bpm in nDDHR.
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Similarly, inhibitory sigmoid Emax models were
selected to describe the E-R relationship for nALC
after single and repeated dosing. Both models recap-
tured the data well and were defined by generally
well-estimated parameters. In the single-dose model
for nALC, however, the precision of the Hill coef-
ficient was not precisely estimated and was highly
correlated with the estimate of Imax, most likely due
to the paucity of data in the decreasing portion of the
sigmoid curve in the relationship between nALC and
Cavg, Day1. In comparison, the model that best described
the relationship between cenerimod concentration and
lymphocyte count in healthy subjects (4 phase 1 stud-
ies) and patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (1
phase 2 study) was composed of a circadian rhythm,
a lymphocyte count compartment, and a drug effect
modeled with a saturable inhibitory (Imax) function.
An indirect response model was used to describe the
drug effect on lymphocyte count. Similar models were
previously used to describe the effect of ponesimod on
lymphocyte count34,35 and lymphocyte subsets.35

Estimates of �placebo were slightly higher in the
repeated-dose model compared to the single-dose
model (Table 2). While the average observed ALC0 val-
ues were similar across all subjects in Studies IM018001
and IM018003 (approximately 2.00 × 103 cells/μL),
lower ALC0 (1.76 × 103 cells/μL vs 2.25 × 103 cells/μL)
and nALC values (1.39 × 103 cells/μL vs 1.70 ×
103 cells/μL) were observed in subjects receiving
placebo in Study IM018003 compared to those receiv-
ing placebo in Study IM018001.As only a small number
of subjects received placebo in each study and because
�placebo was expressed as a relative change from ALC0

estimated across subjects who received BMS-986166 or
placebo, the difference in �placebo estimates was most
likely the result of selection bias. Based on the esti-
mated Imax, the level of ALC reduction for BMS-986166
was similar to that of other S1P receptor modulators
(Table S3) and was only slightly lower in the single-dose
model compared to the repeated-dose model (Table 2).

Simulations predicted that a 65% reduction in
ALC from baseline can typically be achieved at
Cavg, Day28 of 3.5 ng/mL, which typically corresponds
to a BMS-986166 dose of 0.5 mg/day. At this dose,
a typical reduction in nDDHR on day 1 is predicted
to be 11.0 bpm compared to a 9.1-bpm reduction for
subjects who would receive placebo, a difference of
approximately 2 bpm attributable to BMS-986166. To
contrast the magnitude of these effects, data on the
changes in HR and ALC following administration of
other S1P receptor modulators, including amiselimod,
cenerimod, ceralifimod, fingolimod, GSK2018682,
ozanimod, ponesimod, and siponimod, were extracted
from the literature (Table S3). Our comparison focused
on reports of changes in HR and ALC following

fixed-dose administration at regimens that produced
significant reductions inALC compared to placebo. For
HR, only the data collected on day 1 were considered.
Supporting studies were generally placebo-controlled
trials conducted in healthy participants (if not men-
tioned otherwise in Table S3) with intensively measured
HR and ALC. Some of these studies implemented a
protocol that did not include measurements of HR
and ALC after administration of placebo on the day
before the initiation of treatment with the active drug
or placebo. Therefore, it was not always possible to cal-
culate nDDHR as done in our analyses. In such cases,
the HR effect was calculated as the minimum of the
baseline-corrected HR following the first dose of active
drug or placebo. This metric assumes a time-invariant
correction, while nDDHR implements a time-varying
correction using measured day –1 data.

For ponesimod, only the mean of baseline-corrected
HR following the first dose of active drug or placebo
was available. The maximum HR effect of the ac-
tive treatment relative to placebo at doses producing
approximately 70% reduction in ALC varied across
molecules and ranged from approximately –21 to
–6.5 bpm for siponimod,17,18 from –18 to –12 bpm
for ponesimod,15,16 –11 to –6 bpm for fingolimod,12,30

from –14 to –13 bpm for GSK2018682,13 and from
–8 to –6 bpm for ozanimod.14 Ceralifimod provided
only 56% reduction in ALC at the highest reported
dosage (ie, 0.1 mg/day) and induced up to –8 bpm HR
effect over placebo.12 The maximum reduction in ALC
achieved with cenerimod was approximately 64% and
was associated with <1-bpm HR effect over placebo.11

Amiselimod was reported to induce delayed effect
on HR with no significant10 or small (ie, <–4-bpm
reduction10) influence observed following the first ad-
ministration of doses reducing ALC by approximately
70%.However, HR reductions between –8 and –10 bpm
were reported by day 7 for amiselimod.

Overall, it appears that BMS-986166 has lower HR
liability while maintaining similar efficacy compared to
most S1P receptor modulators following fixed-dosing
regimens. At the dose level predicted to be therapeutic,
a requirement for clinical monitoring is not anticipated.
Nevertheless, given the steepness of the E-R relation-
ship for nALC at low doses, a titration schedule is un-
der consideration to assess any further improvement in
the safety profile of BMS-986166, as was proposed for
other S1P receptor modulators.14,36–39

Conclusion
A fit-for-purpose joint model was successfully devel-
oped to jointly quantify the PK of BMS-986166 and
its active metabolite BMS-986166-P after single and
repeated dosing in healthy participants. Inhibitory
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sigmoid Emax models described the relationships
between model-predicted average BMS-986166-P con-
centrations and observed nDDHR and nALC (ie, the
minimum value of time-matched placebo-corrected
HR and the minimum value of ALC). Based on the
PK/PD model, a 0.5-mg/day dose of BMS-986166 was
predicted to achieve 65% reduction in ALC associated
with a 2-bpm decrease in nDDHR over placebo.
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